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SU31MARY

The laminar boundary layer and the position oj the transi-
tion pwinf were inrestiga.kd on a heated jlat plate. It was
found that the Reynolds number of transition decreases as the
temperature 01”the plate is increased. It is shown jrom simple
qualitative analytical considerations that the e~ect of ram-able
riscom”ty in the boundary layer due to the tem.perature diference
produces a relocity projle with an injection point if the wall
temperature is higher ~han ~he free -s~rea.m temperature. Ekis
prq.file is conjirmea’ by meawmements. Furthermore, it is
con~-rmed that, eren un-~h large deriation from the Blasiu~
condition, the re[ocity and krnperat ure pro$les are rery nearly
identical, a.s predictable theoretically for a. Prandtl number u
oj the order oj 1.0 (for air, r= 0.76). The instability oj
injection-point projiles is discussed.

Studies ~f the jlow in the wake @ large, twodimensional
roughness .ekments are presented. It G shown that a boundary
layer can separate and reattach itse~ to the wall without baring
transi~ion take place.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of bounda~-layer transition has been for
several years the subject of research projects sponsored by
the ATationaI Ad%ory Committee for Aeronautics. One
part. of the problem, the question of the stabiIity of Iaminar
flow, can be considered solved. (The problem of Iarninar
instability should not be confused with the probIeru of
predicting transition. For further details, see reference 1.)
The experiments carried out at the h~ationaI Bureau of
Standarcls (reference 2) and at. the California institute
of TdnoIogy (reference 3) agree very w4.I with the results
of Lln in a very complete theoretical analysis of laminar
inst abiIity (reference 4), and there is no doubt that the
laminar hou~dary Iayer first becomes unstable with respect to
small perturbations at a certain critical Reynolds number RI.

In the course of the experimental investigations, the
effects of external turbulence, cwrature, and pressure
gradients on boundary-Iayer transition have been investi-
gated. The preserit report treats principally in~estigations
of two other factors, the effects of elevated surface temperat-
ure and of roughness elements upon the position of the
transition point. The investigation of effects of this kind
is prompted partia.11-y by practical consideration. The
effect of rouglmess elements on transition is a question
of obvious import ante in connection with laminar-flow
airfoils, and the effect of an increased surface temperature
on the position of the transition point is of importance in

connection with the use of thermal de-icing equipment
on Io-w-drag &irfoiIs.

In addition to these practical considerations, both prob-
lems are of interest for an understanding of the generaI
mechanism of transition. From the investigation of Iarninar
inst~bility (references 2 to 4], it. is cIear that certain dist nrb-
ances fl increase in any laminar boundary layer if the
Reynolds number exceeds a critical vaIue R1. The Re.ynoIds
number Rz at which transition actually begins can be detied
in a -way which makes it possible to Iink R2 to RI (reference
1). A rough estimate shows that, as in known from e.xperi-
mentaI evidence, R2 can be quite large compared ~ith R1.
The difference between Rz and RI depends upon the magni-
tude of the initial disturbances, for example, the external
turbulence level, and upon the amount of amphflcation in
the instability zone for this particular disturbance- For a
given Reynolds number, the amount of amplifictition de-
pends upon the shape of the mean-veIocity profile.

Small roughness elements introduce disturbances do the
Itiar Iayer and thus precipitate transition. For example,
reguIarIy spaced smaIl roughness eIements can be used to
introduce regular oscillations in the laminar boundary Iayer
(reference 3). If the height of the elements is small com-
pared with the boundary-Iayer thickness, there is”no change
in the mean-velocity profile and, therefore, no change in the
amplification zone. host. earlier work on the influence of
roughness on. transition was concerned with investigations
of uniformly distributed smalI roughness elements.
e. g., reference 5.)

(See?
The measurements presented in ~he

present report, how-erer, are coricerned with single, Iarge,
two-dimensional elements. The flow in the wake of a singIe
roughness eIement is studied.

l_ sho~d be noted that the flow in the wake of a singIe

large roughness element in the boundary Iayer bears semi ‘ -”
simiIarit~ to the flow -which exists on the upper surface nea~
the leading edge of an airfoil at MI ang~e of attack. The
boundary-layer flow from the stagnation point around “the
nose of the airfoiI is essentially similar to flow along a surface
with a Iarge roughness eIement (fig. 1). In fact, it is this
effect-namely, the separation of a boundary Iayer from. the
wall and possible subsequent reattachment to the w-all-
which was of primary interest in the roughness study.

It is a -weII-known fact (e. g., reference 3) thzt a “free”
laminar boundary lzyer beeomes turbulent at a much lower
ReynoIds number tha~ a normal ‘%-all” boundary Iayer.
Another important question, therefore, is whether the
(laminar) separated Iayer becomes turbulent before rest tach-
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(a) Boundary-1ayer flow from the stagnatio~ point around the nose of an airfoil at a smaIl

augle of attack.

(b) Boundwy-layer flow’ along a surface with a large, single roughness element.

FIGURE1.—SimiParityof flow near the shwp leading edge of an airfoil and over a roughness

element 00 a flat plate.

ment to the wall or whether it is possible for ihe layer to
remain laminar through the period of reattachment. This
investigation was promptecl by some previous interesting
results ori similar roughness elements (reference 3).

The surfzce temperature affects the position of the transi-
tion point in two distinctly different ways, One is essen-
tially an effect of gravitation] forces and is due to the density
differences in the boundary layer; the other effect is clue to the
dependence of the viscosity of thu fluicl upon its temperature,
which results in a change in the mean-velocity profile. The
first effect has been discussed by PrandtI (reference 6) and
Schlichiing (reference 7) and was experimentally investigated
by Reichardt (reference S). This effect is clue to the fact
that for a stable configuration in a gravity fiekl the. density
gradient shou]cl be directed downward (i.e., the clenser fluicl
shouId be below). Thus air flow above a horizontal heated
plate is dostabilizedl since the Iayers close to the plate have
a higher temperature and a lower density. (A hot. stream
past a cold plate in the same configuration is stabilized.)
The second effeci was noted lJy Fricli and hfcCullougb (ref-
erence 9), who invest igated the effects of interns] heating, for
the purpose of preventing formation of ice, on the charac-
teristics of low-drag airfoils. The viscosity of a gas increases
with increasing temperature. In laminar flow, as is shown
later from the ecluation of motion, an increase in the waH
temperature causes a negative viscosity gradient outward
from the heated surface, which causes the appearance of in-
flection poink in the boundary-Iayer profiles. The insta-
bility of inflection-point profiles is known (reference 4) to be
larger than that 01 profi~es with negative curvature through-
out, tind t.ransition is thus hastened. This transition is the
effect investigated in the present set of measurements.

This investigation was conducted at the California Insti-
tute of Technology uncler the sponsorship and with the
financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. Dr. C. B. Mi]likan supervised the research.
The authors wish to acknowledge the contribution of hfr.
P. O. Johnson, who carried out the measurements on the
roughness problem ancl designeci the heated-plate unit.
Discussions with hfessrs. J. Laufer and S. Corrsin were very
helpful.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS
WfXD TUSNEL AXD PLATE IXSTM.L.AITON-

The wind tunnel used for this investigation was con-
structed at the California Inst~tute of Techuolog~ in 193s.
It is of the Eiffel type -with a 16–to–1 contraction ratio.
The working section is 20 inches square and 12 feet long,
and is provided with adjustable side -wall-s to facilitate
obtaining a constant wIocity along its entire Iength. The
power unit is a fihorsepower direct-current motor chltig
a Lwo-blzde wooden fan 30 inches in diameter. A sketch of
the tunnel is shown in figure 2 (a).

A polished filuminum plate ~i inch thick ad 19 inches
wide was used for this work. The plate was 6 feet long and
the leading edge was bevelec{ to a sharp ec?ge.

The plate w-as mounted vertica’LIy in the center of the
wiud tunnel on built-up groo~es as shown in figure 2 (b).
The upper surface of the tunnel is removable in prm.eIs;
thus adjustment of the upper edge of the plate to obtain a
vertical plate w-as faditatcd. The observation paDel is
l~-~ch plate g]a~s ]octited on the upper tunnel ~~face and k

intwcbangeabIe with any of the removabIe panels. The
roughness elements used in this in~estigation were w-ooden
half-circular cy~inders mounted on the plate as shown in
figure 2 (c).

The heat ing elements for the heated-plate experiments
were mounted on the back of the platej p~acecl between two
thin sheets of asbestos, and further insulated with cork
back%:. This arrangement resulted in a test plate of 15-
inch thlekness and thus necessitated adjustment of other
physicaI factors in the tunnel to simulate flat-plate fiow.

(- ,.Honeycomb Treci’yi-z::”=ec,im
L. . .

I
I

/ i Squot-e seciim,

I I

The method usecl to accomplish this adjustment is discussed
later in the report. The plate was heated from the leading
edge to x=7.5 centimet ws. Figure s shows the test plate
mounted in the test section of the wind tunneI.

FIIXE.E 3.—Tsst phte mounted in working section of wfmi tunnelwith COP panels remo~e~

Phutogmph taken from above !md upstream.
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(a) Schematic dfxziwm of the wind tunml. Top ~ievi. (b) Mounting of tkzt phte= A’ot [0 sc31e, (c) MOuntimg of roughness elements. A’ot to scale.

FI~LTEE Z-Wind tunnei 3nd pkte fustzdk!ioff.
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DESCRIPTION OF HOT-WIRE EQUIPMENT

The hot,-wire t.echnic[ue has ~c.en used extensively at the.
California Institute of Technology, and its use has been
eontinuecl in these investigations. AH measurements of
velocity fluctuations were macle with the hot-wire apparatus,
and most of the velocity profiles were obtained by this

method. (A ~1~’poclermic-~lceclle LottiI-heacl tube was usecl
to verify the hot-~~ire ‘results obtained when in~estigating
the veIocity distribution of the boundary layer on a heated
plate.) The determination of. the transition point was
made by means of a hot-wire anemometer and an oscillo-
scope.

The hot wire,—The hot wire used in these experiments
was constructed of coppw lead-in wires, ceramic tubing, fine
sewing needles, and pla tinure wires 0.Ct?b5 and O.t20024 inch
in diameter for mean-speed and VeIocity-fluctuation nleasure-
rnents, respectively. Two copper wires were thrust through
smaIl holes in z 4-inch length of cxwamic tubing for mcm-
spcecl measurements ancl rnezsurements of the fluctuations
paralleI to the mean flow. These wires were cementecl into
the tubing at both ends, and needles were solclered to them.
The platinum hot, wire was thcm soft-soMered across the tips
of the sewing neccl]es. (The silver cover of the 0.00024-inch
WoIIaston wire was removed by immersion in nitric acid
before the wire w-as soldered to the needles.)

The 0,0005-inch wires used for measuring mean speecl
were generally a,bouL 3 millimeters IoI]_g. Veiocity ffuc tua-
tions parallel to the mcan;flow w’ were measured with a
singIe wire. about 2 nliHimettirs long.

Mean-speed measurement and equipment,—For measur-
ing mean speed, the constant-resistance methocl was em-
ployed. A description of this method may be fount{ in
reference 10. A slight variation of this method was neces-
sary, however, whc~n measuring the profile of the heated-

FI12URE i.—’l%versing mechanism,

plate boundary layer; namely, the wire was mniniaincd at a
constant, tempera ture rise above the local air Mr[oam. The
measuring instlrumeuls consisted nminIy of a Wh’at.stuue
bridge for obt}~ining the resist ancc of the ~~irc and a po[ crl-
tliometer for measuring the current. through the wire or Lhe
voltage drop across the wire. This rncan,-sIj(wd appa rat IIS
with the nccessl.ry switching clevicw.s, togct ll(~r witl~ LILC
amplifier, w~s built into one large skwl cabinet (o mi[]i Irlizc
elec tricaI pickup.

The amplifier,-i~ four-stage a]ternatillg-c[ll>r[~nt am[)liller
as clescribed in earlier reports (references 1 and 3) was used
to amplify the voltage fluctuations across the hot WirW
The gain of the amp~ifier was constant witliili 2 pwccn{
between about 5 and S’,000 cycles per scccmd. A stamlard
inductance-resistance compensation circuit wws provided
and usecl in aII turbuIm.ce measurements.

Traversing mechanism.—.~ complete i~lv-estigatio~l of lhc
boundary ktyer and of [rtinsition requires a cent iuuo us
traverse with the measuring instrument along Lhc plrttv in
the direction of air flow and normal to [lie platv (in (he
y-direction), The hot-wire carriage as shoum in figure -1 is
constru.c.tecl of three aluminum legs and a gear train with
micrometer at tachznent for tunsporting tile ho ~ wire in tIlc

y-clire.rtion. The carriage is moved alr)rlg the tum)l~l on a
track by a 120-\-olt aIternat ing-current mot or, and tll~~
movement in the y-direction is controlled by a &vOIL dirccb
current motor. S\vitches. outsi(le the turmel una}~Ic Lhr
operator to control the position of the hot \vire ill lwl-1~
clirectious, and substitution of a gltiss plttte Ior the usual
wooden top panel permits reading of the micrornrter giving
y-position.

TURBULENCE LEVEL IN TUNNEL

The turbulence Iel”ei in the working scc Lieu is ret[uc!cd by
a honeycomb anc~ x screen in thr forwar(l par~ of [hc }vitd
turmeI. The honeycomb is al. th(? intake’ of tIlc tulm[~l ar~(~
serves mainly to smooth the very irregular flow ent [:rii~g [he
tunneI. It is of spot-welded construction, lmving ,E-inch
ceils with a clepth of 4X inches. The screeu is loc.atcd 55
inches behincl the honeycomb and is a seamless prcxision

. . —=

FIGURE 5.—Sfethofl of mounting paper strips to create artificial turtmkmw in tunncL
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screen with 18 mesh per inch ard a n-ire diameter of 0.018
inch. The free-stream turbulence level in this tunnel is

.Irtificial turbulence was introduced for one particular
phase of the investigation on the beatecl plate. Strips of
notebook paper 1 by 6 inches were strung 6 inches apart cm
tires just upstream of the screen. The turbulence Ievel in
the test sectiou was then cletermhecl to be 0.17 percent.
Figure 5 shows the method of mounting the paper strips;
the honeycomb was rolled away for the picture.

HEATIxG OF PL.4TE

The plate was hetitecl by means of Xi&rome resistance
wires mounted on the ba-ck of the flat plate. The elements
were more closely spaced near the leading edge since it was
evident that for a given wall temperature the rate of heat
transfer to the boundary layer WOUICIbe larger near the
leading edge, where the gradients are larger. The tempera-
ture of the plate was controlled by grouping the heating
eIements into four separate circuits and imserting an ext.ernrd
-variable resistance in each circuit. Thus the temperature
gracIient along the pIate was made nearly zero (see fig. 6)
by raruying the resistance ~hen the plate temperature had
rearhecl equilibrium with the air flowing.

47 I

iii
Ill

FIGC’RB 6 —Temp.xature distribution along heated plate.

The temperature along the plate -was determined by a
copper-constimtan thermocouple mounted in the tra-rersing
mechanism. Reaclings were taken at. intervals of 5 centi-
meters along the phite. Volt ages were read -with a Leeds
and Nortluwp potentiometer, and the corresponding tem-
perat ure ~as obtained from a standard calibration chart.
The cold junction was maintained ai room temperature.
The accuracy of the appciratus was determined to be in the
neighborhood of + ~0 C. A permanent thermocouple was
instaIIed at x=-45 centimeters for continuous obsem-ation
of the plate temperature. All heated-plate mean-speed
measurements were taken with a plate temperature of 115°
+5” c.

Figure 6 presents the temperature distribution along the
heated plate maintained in equilibrium -with a free-stream
velocity of s.19 meters per second. Two methods were used
to bring the pIate to the desired temperature. For the mean-
speecl and mean-temperature measurements, for which it
w-as desired to obtain ec@ibrium as rapidly as possible, the

current w-as appIied to the heating circuits while the air in
the tunnel was still. After approximately 25 minutes, -when
the pIate temperature had reached 120° C, the wind tunnel
was turned on and the temperature of the plate was allowed
to reach equilibrium with a free-stream velocity of S.19
meters per second. In the tivestigation. of the effect of
heating the flat pIate on the Iocation of the transition, the
tunneI was operated at the desired free-stream -reIocity
and the -mriation in the position of early turbulent bursts
was noted as the plate heakecl Up to its equilibrium tem-

peratui-e. The Temperature as a function of time for heating
~ sho~ in f&~e i.
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FIGIJRE 7.—Two methwls of he?.ting flat pIz!e.

ME.ASTJREMEST OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

A small total-head tube made from a hypodermic needle

and a similar smaU static tube, mounted together, were used
in measuring the pressure distribution along the plate. The
total-heacl tube mm a NTO.20 gage hypodermic needle f3at-
tened to 0.Q165 inch in the y-direction, and the static tube
w-as a j~~-inch-diameter brass tube of standard clesign. They
were mounted in the tra-rersing mechanism just outsicle the
boundary layer. The pressure along the plate was measured
with an alcohoI manometer at this constant distance. Fig-
ure 8 shows the pressure chstribution for both roughness and
surface-temperature in~estigations.
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For the roughness-element tests it was necessary to adjust
dp

the side walk+ onIy alight ly to obtain ~$= O and tlms to

obtain a velocity profile of the Blasius type. The adclition
of the equipment. for hwting the plate, however, resulted in
a pIate thickness of 1:J inches. This fit e thickness necessi- ~
tated tunnel adjustments to preser~e Blasius fiat-plate flow—
that is, to obtain a negligible pressure gradient and to put
the stab~ation point on the “working” side of the plate.
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A transverse screen near the tnding edge of the plate, which
increased the resistance to air flow on the working side of
the pIate, served to solve the probIem of pressure gradient.
The pIate supports were adjustecl to give a slightly favor-
able angle of attack to the. plate (approx. ;l”). Then, satis-
factory Blasius flat-plate flow was obtainecl as shown in the
velocity distribu~ion of figure 9.

0

B!osius..
.8

A

x} Thin plafe– — Thick p.fofe_

u x /70 # wire A Toi%l-heed Tube

Q
o /70?wire

.4’
ix

1

x

x

0 2 4“ 6 8—

ru~=v ~

FIG URE 9.—\-elocit y distribution in boundary Iayer of unheated flat platI?,

DETERMINATION OF TRANSITION POINT

The method used for det+rminat,ion of the beginning of
transition was thaL described in reference 3. This method
consists in visual observation of velocity fluctuations meas-
ured by x hot-wire instmm.ent ancl observed on the screen
of a cathode-ray oscilloscope. The first appearance of tur-
bulent bursts—that is, occasional sudden changes from a
laminar profile to a turbulent profile-k taken as the transi-
tion criterion.

COMPUTATIO&’ OF HEATED-PLATE VELOCITY AND
TEMPERATURE PROFJLE

For a hot-wire anemometer the relationship between heat
loss and airspeed is given by the welI-known King equation,

H=(A+B~U)6

where O is the temperature difference between wire and
fluid, and A and B are constants for a given fluid.

In general,

and for steady state, H= izr. Then there can be written,

i%
----= A’+B’\~
r—rU

where A’= & and B’ =F~i.

Both A and B are functions of the absolute temperature
of the airj because of appreciable variations in the. thermal
conductivity and clensity (reference 11). The mean-
veIocity calibration of the hot. wire was carried out at room
temperature and then, in computing velocity profiles, the
vahies were correct.ecl to the temperature of the air at. each
measuring point.

The Lempertt ure distribution vws mcwsurcd by using {he
hot wire as a resistance therrnornetcr; that is, the ‘( ccdd”
resistances of the hot wire rU~ measured with nc@igibIc
heating current, give a direct measure of air tc’mperaturo.

Since

ru= rf(l+ cd.)

ancl
rw=r~(l+af3W)

then
e._r U—rl———
eu r~—rr

III orde~ to get a direct comparison between the vvlocit.y and
temperature distributions, the following cquat ion is ploL( ccl:

1–$=-;
w

MEASUREfil ENTS AND RESULTS

EFFECT OF SURFACE TEJfPERAT[JRE

Mean-velocity distribution.—The mean-spccxl clishibutiorl
in the bounclary layer of the heat cd flat plat c was measured
using both the hot-wire anemometer and the impact tube.
During these measurements ~ p~wuliar difficulty ~~tis en-
countered. General analytical considerat.ious, discussed in
a. further section of the report, show that tllc~vcdoeity ~lrofiIo
near a heatccl flat pIate S1]OUICIbc an intlcction-point. protllc.
Also, this type of profile is inciicat cd in Lho mcwsurcmcmts of
Frick and hlcCklIIough in reference 9. Inc[tcd, [he ubsc.rvecl
velocity profiIes generally show this bel~avior, as is seen in
figure 10.. The temperature distribution cxhibiLs w bvl~avior
very similctr to that of the velocity dist ributiou (fig. 11) ~ as
is to be expected since the Prandtl number a for air is close
to 1 (a=o.m).

FIGURE 10.—J’eIocity distribution in boundary layer of beate~ phatc, Rcgn Iw prufllo

confirming analyticalconsiderations.

On some days; however, no consist~,nt velocity profile
could be obtained. In these cases both hot-}vhe ancl in~pact.-
tube measurements showed a large scatter, and no rcasonablc
profile COUICIbe measured. Figures 12 and 13 show a Lypimd
set of these measurements. Xfuch time has bcell spent. in
efforts to- evalunte this effect quantitatively, wit hou 1. much
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FICCRE Il.—Temperature distrl>ution in Mludlry layerOfheated piate. Regular profile

eonfmming an.al.wiml considerations.

success. Qud.itativeIy, the process appears to be :as foJ.Iows:
The heated plate was mounted ~erticfdlF in order to a~oid
complications in the investigation due to the Prancltl insta-
bility, that is, the instability (or stabiIity) clue to gra\tita-
tionaI effects. The boundary Iayer of a heated pIate
mounted rerticaIIy is neutrally stable tith respect to this
Prandtl instability. Gra-rotational effects will be present,
however, so that the heated Iayers of air close to the surface
\t-illhave a tenclency to rise. This effect probably introduces
secondary flow into the boundary layer, especially in the
case of a comparatively small tunnel like the one in which
the present measurements were made. It k believed that
this seconclar-y flow causes the indefinite velocity profiles
such as that shown in figure 11. The reasons why these
seconclciry currents occur orJy a part of the time are not
unclerstoocl. It may well depend upon accidental starting
conditions similar to the case in the measurements on ro-
tating cylinders by Pai (reference 12). It is belie~ed that
the transition measurements taken at times when the mean-
~eloeity distribution was founcl normal are noL essentially
influenced bF secondar~ motion.

Transition point.-The transition point. was determined
as a function of the surface temperature for two ~=aIuesof the

L,G
~’y~:~

FIOCTCE 12.—TeImity distribution in boumhry Iayer of heated pbzte. Unpredicted profile

due probabIy to swandary flow.
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FIGCEE 13.—Tempaature dkrribution in bounduy hyer of heated pl~!e. Unpredicted

protik due prubably to seeond%y How.

free-stream turbulence leveI, ‘&=O.05 ami 0.17 percent. The

results are presented in figure 14, where the clista~lce of the
transition point from the leading edge of the pIate is plotted
as a function of the surface tempera-ture. The dect is .ob-
tioudy quite pronounced; with increasing temperature the
transition point moves closer to the Ieding eclge of the plate.
The same resuIts are replotted in figures 15 and 16 in terms
of ReynoIcLs number of tram~ition against surface kmper-
ahu-e.

The kinematic viscosity ~aries vrith temperature cmcl thus
-raries across the boundary layer. It is therefore possible to
base the Reynolds number on at least two particular values
of the kinematic tiscosity, the -ralue at the wall VWand that
in the free stream Vfi The Reynolds number of the tran-
sition based on Vy and the Re-ynolcls number basecl- cm -vW
are presented as functions of the temperature in figures 15
ancI 16, respecti~-ely. The Iength used in forming the Rey-
nolds number is in both cases the distance from the leading
edge.

The ~alue of RZ for zero temperature di.ilerence between
the stream and the plate is very smalI, consicIering the low
free-stream turbulence leveI existing in this tunnel. This

1s, -L

FIGCRE 14.—ERM of pl~te temperature on tra,ition.
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FIGURE 15,–13ffect of pl%te temperature on Reynolds number of transition (W).

small value of R2 is due to the transverse contamination
etlec.t deseribed by Chart.ws (reference 13): The largest pos-
sible length, measured from the leading edge, of a laminar
boundary layer is Iimited by contamination from the top cmcl
the bottom. Since the measurements lMC1to be carriecl out
at a low velocity (8.19 m/see) the maximum possible Rey-
nolds number is comparatively small.

EFFECT OF ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS

The mean-speed distributions in the wake of the half-
cylindrical roughness elements of % and j{c-indl height have
been measurecl with the hot-wire snemorneter. The rough-
ness elements were mounted on the flat plate at. a distance of
50 centimeters from the leading edge for the. investigation of
the eflect in the laminar boundary layer and at a distance of
140 centimeters from the leading edge for the investigation
of the effect iu the turbuIent Ia3Ter. Figures 17 ancl 18 pre-
sent the results of these measurements in the case wh~re the
element is placecl in the. laminar layer. Three typical cases
can be distinguished. At the Iowest speed (fig. 17 (a)) the
flow, after passing over the r.o.ughness element,, returned to
the surface. and continued in the laminar state for some dis-
tance downstream, When the velocity was increased, the
flow7 returned to the surface still kun.inar, but traus~tion
occurrecl almost immediately after the layer reached the
surface of the plate (fig. 17 (b)). When the veIocit.y was
inmeasecl still further, the flow became turbuIent in the free

4

R,

2

0
1., L

FIGURE 16,—Effect of pIate temperature on Re]molds number of tr%usition (.-).

boundary layer in the. wake of the obst%cle (fig. 17 (c}) ancl
returned to the surface in the hurbuk’nL state. Figures 18
(a) and 18 (b) show similar effects behinci the larger roughnws
element.

The elements were then placed in tl~c turhu]eut. I.m[lndary
layer at a distance of 140 centimeters from the Ieading edge
and the mean-veloiity profiIes again were measured do]Yn-
stream of the element, Figure 19 shows a typical resuIt of
these measurements. The vcIocit.y distribuLiol~ in tl~is figplrc
is plotted-against, the logarithm of the dist.~~nrrfrom [11[~walI,
It is seen that the veIocity protle returm rnpi(lly to n
“normal” turbulent profile, which is reprmcnt ed, of course, by
a straight line in the logarithmic pIot.

These experiments are not, to be considered as a qualltitfi-
tive investigation. They are intendec[ to show the types of
physical phenomena connect w] ;vith bo unciary-lay[~r flow
past roughness elements< A more compIct e investigation
requires_ a larger tunneI in which thicker boundary ltiyers
can be obtained witbo ut iutroduc.ing secondary flow.

DISCUSSION

MEAN-VELOCITY PROFILE NEAR A I-FEATED WALL 1

The Iaminar-bounclary-layer equation in the absence of a
pressure gradient for twro-dimensicmal flow past a wall of
negligible.curvature is

if P=K (y).
If the wall is approached, U and T“ approach zero aml, [h(is,

[H%’)lv=o=o
Hence the curvature of the velocity profiIe aL We }vaII l.)ccomcs

az(-9 %9u=fa’=oay~*=0=—l.q=o

If the surface is heated, the tempcwturc will chop with
increasing y. For a gas, ,u increasm with temperat[wc rind,
consequently,

Since the velocity U increases with y,

and, thus,
b’ L’

()~ ,..>O—

if the surface temperature Tu is higher than tlm frm-strcwm
temperature Tf.

At the- edge of the bouudtiry layer, U approaches the con-
stant free-stream velocity UOmymptoticaII.y and, hence,

I Mr. L. Lees has computed the cnmpIete tempcmture and velocity profiles. Efis results

have been published M NACIA RCD. N’o. 876.
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FIGURE I&-YeMit y proflIes downstream from a large roughness dernent.

I
at the edge of the layer. Consequently, I

at some point, within the boundary layer.
The effect of surface temperature is similar to the effect

of a pressure gradient. 1~ the case of a pressure graclfentl
and zero tempcrature gradient, an anaIogous discussion gives

and, thus, I

if y increases wtith z, that is, in the. mse of an “ atlvcrsc”
pressure gradient. Both of those effects are evic]cn[ Iy in-
dependent of p.

IN’STABILITY OF IN FLJ2CTION.POINT PROrJLIW

Tollmien (reference 14) obta-incxl the theoretical rcsuIt that
infIection-point profiles are aIways unstable. Based on this
result, inflection-point profiIes have been considered as dis-
tinguished sharply from normal profiles, that is, profiles wi[h
negative curvature throughout. Lin’s analysis (reference ~)
shows that such a siJM’p dkthction canno L bc druwm. Lill
shows th~t a difference in tk? stability charfictcr of normal
and inflection-point profiIes becomes appmm L only for very
large Reynolds numbers, The range of wave length of ur~-
stable perturbatio~ls (see references 2 to 4) tends to zero if
the Reynolds number approaches infinity for the normal Iwo-

——

.—
—
.

.
.
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fNe, bui remains tinite as the Reynolds number approaches a considerable distance downstream from the roughness ele-

infinity for the htlection-point. profiles. This result is in fact
not contradictory to Tolhnien, since Tollmiert’s considerat-
ions are restricted to a norrviscous fluid, which simply means
the Re.ynoMs number approaches imEnity. Lin’s considera-
tions do show, how-e~er, thzt the instability of a profile-
that. is, the critical Remolds rmmber, the extent of the range
of umstabIe wa-ie Iength, and so forth—depends on the mag-
nitudes of KhesIope and of the curvature of the velocity pro-
file near the m-d. IrLfact, it shows that irdilection-poinh pro-
files generally do ha~e a lower critical ReyuokIs number ancl
a Iarger zone of unstabIe w-ave length than normal profiles.
Consequently, transition in the boundary layer of a gas flow-
is hastened by art increased surface temperature because
inflection-point profiles de-relop. lt is interesting to note
that surface temperature should ha~e the opposite effect in a
liquid; there the tiscosit.y decreases with increasing tempe~a-
~mre, and consequently in the ~eIocity profile of a liquid on
I heated surface

%
L.4MfSAR SEPAR.+TIOX iCXD TRAS$TTIOX

lt has been assumed in some earlier considerations of
~minar boundary Iayers that. tram~ition sets in immediately
lt the point of separation. In fact, in attempts to compute
Lnclpredict transition, it has often been assumed that it is
mflicient to shorn- that at some pIace in the laminar layer a
separation profile, that is, a -relocity profiIe which has a
normal tangent at the walI, develops.

The results of the surveys in the wake of the obstacIes
show that. the existence of a separation profile does not.
necessarily lead to transition. In figure 17, for example}
the boundary Iayer is separatec~ from the solid boundary for

ment and still remains laminar, even after reattachment.
A second probIem of Iaminar separation ancl transition is

the folIow-ing: Wlt h the assumption that the boundary Iayer
becomes turbulent in the detached condition (as, for example,
in figs. 17 (c) and 18 (c)j, determine the Telocity protie that
exists after the turbulent. free layer has reattached to the
wall The measurements (figs. 17 (c) and 18 [b)) show that,
in the investigated configuration, the -relocity profle trans-
forms very rapiclly to a normal turbulent-boundary-layer
profile, that is, the logarithmic-t.ype profile. The same rapid
transform tion to a logarithmic profiIe also occurs if the
element is placed in the turbulent layer @g. 19).

It shoulcl be -rery interesting to investigate whether a
turbulent separated profile al-ways changes to a Iogarittiic
profile as rapidly as in these measurements of flow past a
flat plate. For exafiple, the influence of an ad-rerse pressure
gradient and of curvature of the solid boundary appears to be
of interest in connection w-ith the probIem of laminar sepa-
ration and subsequent. reattachment of the boundary layer
near the leading edge of airfoils. Problems of this kind are
thought to be quite important in connection with the design
of sharp-nose airfoils for high-speed flow-.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A_n increased temperature of the wa~ hastens boundary-
Iayer transition. This result confirms earlier measurements
of Frick and 31c0dlough. k investigating the infiuence of
surface temperature on transition two effects must be dis-
tinguished, an effect due to gr%titat.;onal forces and an effect
due to the dependence of the ~iscosit.y of a gas on the tew-
perat ure.. The second effect is the one investigated by the
present authors and also by Frick and 31cCullough. The
dependence of the viscosity on the temperature, if the fluid

SS30Y3-5CI--39
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is a gas, leads to velocity profiles with positive curvatme at
the wdl and therefore to greater instability for a heated
wall than for an unheated one. Furthermore, it is confirmed
that, even with large deviation from the Blasius condition,
the velocity and temperature profiles are very nearly iden-
tical, as predictable theoretically for a Pmndtl number a
of the order of 1.0 (for air, u= O.76),

Studies of air flow in the wake of large, two-dimensional
roughness elements show that a laminar boundary layer can
separate from the wall and reattach itsdf without transition
taking place. If transition takes place in the detached
Ia>~er,the velocity profile in tile reattacked boundary layer
will approach the normal turbulent-boundary-layer profile
very rapidly.

CALIFORNIA’ kTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,

PASADEN+, CALIF., ~ugugt .28, 1946.
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